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THE S H 0 R T S TOR I E S 0 F*
ARTURO USLAR PIETRI
Rachel Frank

was the first reason for declaring "La
Lluvia," in 1935, to be the best short story in the nation. The
remaining stories in Uslar Pietri's collection, Red, were, no doubt,
similarly inspired by a feeling for the Venezuelan landscape, character.
and tradition. The book could, therefore, be approached by way of
its relation to the history of the national short story. The present essay,
·however, cannot attempt to investigate this relationship; for such an
aim presupposes some earlier clarification of the esthetic merits' in
Uslar Pietri's work. Rafael Clemente ArnHz has adequately disposed
of this responsibility in his analysis of Las Lanzas Coloradas1 ; but
Uslar Pietri, the writer of short stories, has yet to be explored for his
specific virtues in a medium which is basically distinguished from the
novel.
The brevity ot the shori: story, as compared with the novel, would
~em to simplify it as a form: it spares the author the work of elaborating character over a sustained period of time. But to reduce length
is not, correspo~dingly, to reduce complexity. The shortness of his
medium by no means relaxes the writer's obligations; on'l'the contrary,
it imposes restrictions which are peculiar to itself. For example, one
could not introduce a profusion of characters and incidents into a
short story without making it psychologically unassimilable. Charac~
teristically, the short story makes fewer demands on the memory than
does the novel; and, for this reason, it is freer than the novel to con, .;. centrate on the relations among immediate qualitative ·values. Thus,
. its peculiar restrictions result in a sharper concentration! on detail and
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structure. As a short story .writer, Uslar Pietri has been faced with
problems which differ organically from the difficulties met in writing _
his novel.
I

One need only re-read Barrabas y Otros Cuentos (his first book of
short stories) to see that in Red (his later collection) Uslar Pietri has
re-formed his earlier failures to fit a maturer purpose. On the one
hand, his attitude
has crystallized: a unified t.one now prevails through..
out the stories; on the other..hand, he takes better advantage of the
specific resources of the short.story.
A typical piece of the earlier collection tells of Federico Sumerce
who, upon leaving ~is -train, dispirited after months of travel, is attracted by a poster urging young men to join the Foreign Legion.
The infantile motive of heroic glory to which the poster appeals excites'
Federico's scorn; but a moment later he is alarnied at the intensity
of his own concern. An involuntary movement of his_. hand, when he
lights a' match, leads him to imagine the fearful possibilities of a cornplete loss of control over his impulses. Immediat~ly, he finds his will
futilely resisting an overwhelming urge to enlist. ~he story ends upon
this struggle.
The titl~ of the story: "ta Bestia," anticipates its point: in his pride.
of intellect, man is apt to forget that he is, after _all, lower than the
angels. The author's stress, in the course of the story, is not on carrying
out an action, but ra~er on grasping the quality of an arrested feeling~
The entire work seems to converge upon one paragraph; where Federico's acute duality is compared to a ship which cannot move though
its sails are full. To.make concrete this feeling, Uslar Pietri resorts to
the image, which he extends and elaborates, untif it forms -a miniature
system of analogy with the actual experience. Besides illustrating a
.theme, and realizing' the essence of a feeling, the author has also tried
to convey a psychological incident as any naturalist would-that is to
say, as if the incident had been recorded from observation. It is in
this last attempt that his failure is most striking. Federico's reactions
are so hastily foreshortened that the desired sense of crisis cannot be
taken seriously.
The story, on the'whole, is unsuccessful; its peculiar faults, however,
illuminate the artist's accomplishments in a work like "La Llu~ia."
Because Federico is too imprecise a figure to be convincing as a possible person, he fails to be impressive as a symbol. The author's talent
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for imagistic expression is already present in nucleus; yet the one
image quoted, in spite of its striking quality, is awkwardly related to
its context. The image occurs in Federico's mind; instead of acting
in terms of his struggle, he pictures it, and the force of his conflictwhi~h is presented without adequate preparation-is just as unaccountably slackened by an irrelevant dream. The events are not typi<:al of
an average man; yet the author fails to inspire trust either in the
grandeur of his character or in his positive abnormality. Federico is
unworthy of conceiving ~e image which the author attributes· to
him. So the image is isolated and, from the, point of view of characterization, decorative.
II
To ,correct the insufficiencies of his development, Uslar Pieo"i,
following the example of a Thomas Mann, could have worked towards
a more cumulative construction of the subtle character, enriched and
illuminated by an implicit symbolism. But recognizing the lyricism
of his bent, he chose, instead, to abandon naturalism. In "La Lluvia"
the result is a set of characters who achieve monumentality without
being artistically vague. In order to make them ideally representative,
the author has broadened the painting of his figures. As individuals,
they are simple to an extreme; their suffering, morever, no longer
takes the form of introspective contortion, but is brought out inCiirectly,
being continuously embedded in the texture, the pattern, and the
,simple events. in the story. A dreamlike tone is set by the use of
dialogue-wq,ose casual note of verisimilitude has been dropped for
a geometric relevance, in which the single~ utterance is periodically
taken up by a refrain arising, as it were, from a vast, unseen, distant
chorus. Paradoxically, the renunciation of the, naturalistic mood
brings with it an intenser ,.clarity of objective detail. Little Cacique
is more real to the eye than any single character in Barrabas y 0 tros
Cuentos.
He was slight, wiry, narrOw of chest, with golden, dirty skin peeping from
beneath the rough dark cloth. His head was intelligent, eyes never still; he had
a quivering, sharp little nose and feminine mouth. His hands and feet were large
and well formed. On his head was a~ old felt hat, almost human with use, cocked
over his ears like a pirate hat, exaggerating the impression of a mouse, of some
restless, quick little animal. 2
2All translations of "La Lluvia" (except the one on page 5, which is my own) are
quoted frolJl. Fiesta in November, edited by Angel Flores and Dudley Poore, Boston, 1942..
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Barrabas is described thus:
His beard was 1?lack and thick

as rain, under his eyes, candid as an animal's..

In the description of Cacique, ~t will be noticed, the image of the
rodent, the tiny, restless, animal, is brought forth only to synthesize
the already given impressions. The description· of Barrabas, on the
other hand, contains a paucity of specific impressions; and the image,
rain} is a wasteful enrichment, since it neitlier pins down a special
essence of the character (the heaviness of a beatd is picturesque rather
than definitive; almost none of the lower classes in the' age of Christ
shaved) nor connects abstractly with other parts of the story.
The unity of the author's new vision emerges in his imptoved'
conception of landscape, which runs parallel to his new specification
of figures. Here .again he reserves the suggestive image until after he
has abstracted the sensuous aspects of the scene; then ,th'e image appears
as a culminative insight, transfiguring the details. The choice of these
details as well as their preponderance is soundly based on the literal
importance which the landscape occupies in the lives of the characters.
les~so is a f~umer, and the conditions- of sky, air, and field determine
his destiny. When he and Usebia search for rain, the surface of nat:ure
becomes loaded with a suspense arising from its sharp relation to human
, need.
In his earlier attempts, landscape is brought in as a brief, d:ramatic
interjection whose tone gives the key to the nature of the main action.
The short story, "S. S. San Juan de Dios," begins:
.
The sea is the color of brick. On the horizon the sky is a red wound dripping
blood .onto the sea. The machine lows like a suffocating animal.
"

Abruptly following this paragraph comes a matter-of-fact autobiographical reGitation by the mad captain who ,is the subject of the story.
The captain's conflict, like Federico's, fails to impress through being
active image
jerkily enacted in a void.' In Red} . the use of the sudden,
I
to crystallize a mood has been retained, but is more centrally related
to the author's purpose. Now it is not pIerely a human action,' but a
human. feeling ·which is hurled together with the landscape in one
figure, as if both belong~d to the same sphere.
Deep down, as if under stone, one could hear the beat of blood, circling in
anguish.

Blood, in the quotation from "S. S. ·San Juan de Dios," refers, at
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the most, to some vague foreshadowing of violence. But, from the
author's emphasis in this story, the captain's final order to send the
ship to destruction is infinitely less important than his inner struggle
with imaginary acts of ridicule. In the passage from "La Lluvia," on
the contrary, the author cuts directly into the major feeling which his
story defines. The beat of the blood~anxiously circling, suggests a
deep frustration, waiting for relief. It exactly overlaps the primary
quality of Jesuso's and Usebia's dissatisfaction."
Just as the distinction between figure and atmosphere melts in the
image, so it is now blurred in the point-by-point delineation. The
sound of Usebia's breathing blends with the noises of her surroundings:
-<-

In the shadow stabbed by sheetJ-of light the old man's hammock was swinging
slowly. The knot of the cord squeaked rhythmically over the wood and there could
be heard the short, wheezy breathing of the old woman stretched out on the canvas
cot in the comer.

!'

•

This new attention to atmospheric detail supplies a rich; articulate
density to the characters' inquietude. Instead of appearing as an isolate~ announcement of a mood, the landscape is now diffused throughout the story. It weaves itself in with the characters' responses, reinforcing their actions and their feelings with a reverberation that
reaches its height when landscape and character are fused into a single
emotive symbol. By his choice of descriptive images, the author makes
the landscape symbolically transparent; and the symbolic view of
character, so falteringly revealed in "La Bestia," now expresses itself
in a more fruitful context. It is proof of the compact interpenetration
of the story's parts that the meanings arising out of the 'characters
depend, for their clarity," on the meanings suggested by the landscape.

III
Broadly, the aridity of the lanq, in "La Lluvia," refers to the
emotional aridity of Jesuso's and Usebia's lives. Before Cacique has
settled into their affections, notice the adjective with which their
relationship is described: Usebia envisions Jesuso as "a dried-up old
man." In this passage she despairs of his weaknesses while at the same
time complaining of his neglect. She continues her monologue with
a brief review of their frustrated lives, and her final complaint is
leveiled at the sterility 6f nature. Here she refers to winter as unproductive and old. "There's been no rain. The summer is old and
burnt-out, tool" "Vhen Pietri describes her immediately afterwards
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1944
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as feeling "an anguish of thirst," the double meaning is unmistakable;
her thirst is not simply physical, but also emotional. The passage
ends by her asking Cacique to look .for water. The large meaning of
- water in this story is ferdlity, or satisfaction; and since the coming of
Cacique is what, for th.e time being~ will be the means of bringing
them satisfaction, it is apt that Usebia should send him to look for
water. Figuratively, Cacique has succeeded in finding water, for the
'Vhole of the next scene is a picture of undisturbed felicity. Literally
and symbolically, the state of the couple is sutqmedup in two lines:
"Now time was no longer a desperate waiting, but a light thing, running away, bubblimg like a spring." Heretofore, their desperate exp~ctation of rain had been at the- same, time an expectation of fulfillment, and it is significant that the image used to describe their happiness
is one of a fountain.
Cacique, like the landscape, is a passive character. The first time
one meets him he is playing with the insects, talking to each "as if it
were human." The second time, he is playing with a grasshopper.
The author spends a good deal of time with both these scenes. Why?
First, because they give him an opportunity to reveal the charm of
the little boy .and to show, the reader why, as a person, he would
attract both Jesuso and Usebia. But another reason for this is that
these distinct situations form important strands with which the artisticpattern of the story is to be ~ woven. It was mentioned earlier that
Cacique '. was. connected with the theme of water-,-fulfillment. It is
fitting, therefore, that the fir.st time one Iheets him, he is playing that
a dam has burst and released a flood-again a water image. But Cacique's t."elation to the theme of fulfillment is given an even more
ingenious form. It is clear that the rain alone, while it would have
made their crops, grow and satisfied their minimum physical wants,
would not. have given J esuso and Usebia a fin~l sense of compl~tion.
Now, one way of identifying a ~tate of complete satisfaction is to feel
what is commonly called a sense of "unity with nature." Is not
Cacique the' one who brings about this feeling in the old couple?
It is he who commlUnicates with the animals, an ability which signifies
a tie with the world of nature. Hence, when the old couple develop
a "tie" with Cacique, one has a picture of absolute harmony. Conversely, when Cacique pisappears, the balance between lIte old- couple
and the outside world is upset.
Each instance of Cacique's playing announces a situation which
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will later affect the two adults. The first time, it is a presage of fulfillment; the second time, it is a presage of loss. Notice the character
of Cacique's experience with the grasshopper. He watches the in~ect
change its form, magnifying and metamorphosing into unexpected
shapes. ". . . each time the child saw in the form of the little insect
something new and unexpected, until his imagination no longer recogniied it." In this scene, two qualities are expressed which the insect
embodies-change and distortion. These 0. ualities, it will be seen, are,
in turn, peculiar to'7water in general. It was discovered that the earlier
meaning of water was that of fulfillment. Now the converse aspect
of fulfillment in human life is emphasized-namely, its transitoriness,
and the sense of utter dislocation which follows upon the loss of an
emotional object. What are the words which echo in Jesuso's ears, as
he looks for Cacique? "Caterpillar, little caterpillar." And immediately
after this impression, he tries to convince himself against the possibility
of his senses' being distorted. "That was what he heard, syllables,
words of the childish voice ~nd not the echo of a rolling stone, not
some birdsong distorted by distance, nor his own cry returning faint
and thin.", The poignancy, of this passage derives from the contrast
between the playful innocence of the scene which introduces the theme
of the grasshopper and the 'gravity of the scene in which the grasshopper
is recalled~ I~ this second context, an element which appeared earlier
asa hint is now repeated in a deepened and expanded form. The
nature of this second context is anything but adventitious; it is a
search whose object appears in a multiplicity of illusory shapes though,
in the end, its real shape is never to be found. For Pietri summarizes
Jesuso's experience in the following terms: "Gradually everything was
, losing outline, becoming gray and mutable, of the substance of water."
When the rain finally comes, it is this "last aspect of water which remains in the memory. Although it i~ capable of fulfilling, it may also
confound.
The symbolism of "La Lluvia" neither emaciates the; story nor
cramps it, for it is immersed in the sensuous continuity of the design.
'Unlike the person41 emotionalism of a Fernandez Garcia, the author
gains expressiveness through the form of h~s stpry, the severe interdependence of its parts. Like an animated object, self-contained and
~rmanent, the story achieves an existence of its own.
~
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IV
The austerity with which Pietri objectHies his vision compares
most closely, perhaps, in the -history of ·the Venezuelan short story,
with that. of Pedro Emilio ColI. But the complexity of his performance is a ·unique addition to the country's literature.. The success of
. "La Lluv.ia"'is not merely'the accidental achievement of an exuberant
experimentalist; it is a culminating embodiment of the same qualities
in the author's earlier work.
which struggled to ..,perfect themselves
The artistic method used in "La Lluvia" is the answer to a conscious
search, for it is also present in the best of the r.emain~~g stories in
Red. In "The Garlic Field," landS;.(ape and a candle form the symbolic
. poles of desire and its death alter sex~al fulfillment. In "The Negroid,"
a brifIiant pattern of opposites-black against white, night against
day, slavery against freedom, black man against white man-emerges
from a dramatic story of brief, local revolt.
As for "La Lluvia," its peculiar combination of the legendary
fertility motif and the almost musical treatment of symbols is to be
found nowhere more notably conveyed than in T. S. Eliot's T he Waste
Land, with its techriique of the objective correlative. This instance
of a prose writer using the poet's ~technique is no coincidence; it is
an illustration of the whole modern movement away from the art
work which leans too heavilyon props external to its own composition.
Joyce's experiments in language texture and Kafka's construction of
a dreamlike microcosm, have both set the tone for a new conception
of the prose function. And Pietri's later short stories are a unique
adaptation of the anti-naturalisti~ principle.
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